by the damping constant a, with I/Vayol-L, typically about 0.2-2 ns, characterizing the energy relaxation time. In the following, we affect the symbol ",' to zero applied field quantities.
The conventional strategy to reverse magnetization is to apply an external field H antiparallel to the equilibrium magnetization. This strategy remains efficient in quasi-static reversal, when thermal activation helps to overcome the energy barriers [5] . In the ultrafast limit, a step of external field applied roughly antiparallel to M makes it undergo multiple precessions about the local effective field before reaching full reversal ( [2, 31) . The resulting reversal times are thus much longer than the precession period.
The non-conventional ultrafast magnetization reversal strategies can be classified in two categories : (i) for magnetically soft material where the equilibrium effective field is almost zero or (ii) for magnetically hard material, where the equilibrium effective field can be huge. We shall in the following discuss two model configurations: (i) In sofi in plane magnetized elements, the effective field Hdr is nearly zero when magnetization M is at rest along its equilibrium axis. To achieve fast reversal, the external field H creates a significant additional perpendicular demagnetizing field that drives the motion of the magnetization through the torque HpxM. The most striking application of this strategy is the socalled precessionnal switching [6] [7] [8] [9] of soft elements, for which a magnetic field pulse is applied along the short axis of a soft platelet. The reversal lasts only typically few times I/Yo,2H.M, and can be as small as 150 ps (section 1). (ii) In hardveryendicularlv maietized elements, the effective field incorporates the anisotropy field and can thus be huge at equilibrium, when HWe and MI are collinear. In consequence, to achieve reversal the applied field must first create a significant angle between the effective field IL and a displaced magnetization. To achieve cost-effective reversal, we propose that the external field is immediately relayed by a strong "helping" field with a different symmetry from the anisotropy field. The required helping field magnitude is typically (HK-Ms)/2, and may be of exchange origin. Switching speeds below 150 ps may then be obtained. We propose a practical device, where the exchange field can be stored in the form of a domain wall surrounding a small. high magnetic anisotropy region (Section II). To access the real technological potential of the concept, we numerically study a model sample, that could for instance be realized by using local light ion irradiation techniques [10] . First attempts to fabricate such a device are reported.
I. PRECESSIONAL REVERSAL IN SOFT MAGNETIC MATERIALS
In this section we deal with soft magnetic materials. In related devices, gioHK and the in plane shape anisotropy (Ny-N,)M, are of the same order of magnitude and can be included in a total anisotropy field paoHA of order typically a few mT. We will also assume a coherent reversal (M stays uniform), and so H-,.,h will be neglected.
[.A.
Precessional reversal strategy in soft systems For an efficient magnetization reversal scheme, the initial torque HeW x M should be near maximum, and so the external field should be applied at an angle ir/2 with respect to the magnetization.
The resulting magnetization reversal precessional scenario [11, 12] in a soft rectangular platelet is depicted in Figure 1 . The field pulse H is applied along the short (hard) axis of the platelet (step 1). This initial torque pushes the magnetization out of the film plane at a rate yoMsH. The resulting demagnetizing field grows during a given settling time -I (step 2 of Fig.-) .
After this delay T1, the demagnetizing torque gets greater than the Zeemann torque and magnetization precesses then mainly around the demagnetizing field, perpendicular to the platelet (step 3 of Figure 1 ). This induces a 180 degrees reversal of the magnetization of duration T2. If the magnetic field is switched off at the particular time r 1 + r2, magnetization falls into the nearest energy minimum, which has a reversed magnetization.
I.B.
Experimental results on soft, micron-sized spin valve cells This precessional strategy has been tested by H. W. Schumacher et al. [7, 9] on stadium shaped 5 gim x 2.3jim spin-valve cells. The soft layer is CoFe 20 A / NiFe 30 A. The total in plane anisotropy field of that element is HA-7.5 mT. The transverse field pulse is generated by a current pulse injected into a buried high bandwidth coplanar line, while magnetization reversal is followed by magneto-resistance using a 40 GHz bandwidth electrical set-up [13] .
A representative time-resolved measurement of the magnetization switching process in that soft cell is displayed on Figure 2 . The 165 ps transverse pulsed field reaches 8 mT with rise time 45 ps (Fig.2B) . Fig.2A is a macrospin simulation assuming a sample with diagonal demagnetizing tensor. Fig.2C is the experimental magneto-resistive response of the spin-valve. The 20%-80% reversal takes places in a time interval of 130 ps. As shown in [7] , such precessional scenario can be obtained at applied fields below the Stoner-Wohlfarth scenario. l.C. Discussion We first estimate the time needed for the full switching of a soft cell, when using a precessional strategy. We then comment on the requirements on the magnitude of the applied field by comparison to the Stoner-Wohlfarth mechanism. A comprehensive discussion of the requirements on the field pulse duration can be found in ref. [7] . Also, we will assume here H>>HA: a more detailed treatment of the influence of HA is beyond the scope of this paper.
1. An..vtical estimate of the _s switching * time We assume H -Ms and a << I (energy conservation). We note 4 the angle between M and the platelet plane (xy). H creates an initial torque which pushes M out of the film plane as: This results in a demagnetizing field growing approximately as -yoH.Ms.t.z. Eq. I projected on the (y) axis leads to a quadratic dependence of My at small t. The initial evolution of M, is found by projecting Eq. I on the (x) axis and keeping the terms of lowest order in time dependence. M. evolves quadratically with time as:
During this regime, the projection of M(t) on the easy axis will not change much. This appears to experimentalists as a delay r, before reversal effectively starts.
After this delay ri, the demagnetizing torque exceeds the Zeemann torque and magnetization precesses then mainly around the demagnetizing field. This induces the 180 degrees reversal lasting rT.
To estimate r2, we focus on the particular instant when M is above the hard axis, i.e. between step 2 and 3 of Figure 1 . We have M,=0, My= Ms.coso and M, = Ms.sino. At that time, the initial Zeemann energy po HM(,..o)=0 has decreased to -lpo HMs coso, and has almost entirely flown into the demagnetizing energy. We thus can write: The initial delay r, is about the time it takes for HD to settle its magnitude and start switching the magnetization. In the linear approximation of Eq. 2, this time is passed when M, reaches its maximum ]2_HU, , and so we can evaluate rT as: S1H) (6) It follows immediately that the characteristic total reversal time will scales with: I H0 The previous approach focused on the initial stages of the magnetization reversal. It is worth completing this approach by studying magnetization fluctuations long after the onset of the external field, which we now assume to be a Heavyside step function. In our hypothesis that H>HA, the final magnetization lies along the in-plane hard axis. As a result, H is transverse to M at t-0 and longitudinal at t-+oo.
Classical Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR) theory [14] indicates that the long term uniform precession (UP) mode is about the applied field, with a frequency
Ms 7 H.M, and that this UP mode can be efficiently pumped at t = 0' because the initial field is transverse.
Hence the long-term characteristic FMR frequency and our estimated switching frequency both scale with r, H-.Ms , which further confirms our evaluation.
Minimal.cost.in.applied.fi
Stoner-Wohlfarth switching theory [15] assumes coherent rotation and zero temperature, and derives switching fields Hs from the sole criteria of energy local minimum. This gives the well know asteroid curve when plotting the orientation dependence of Hs in the plane of the samples.
Although the precessional switching is also a coherent behavior, it would be wrong to assume the same orientation dependence for the switching fields. The reason is that, while in Stoner-Wohlfart analysis the field is sweep slowly, such that the energy dissipation is always fast enough to stabilize magnetization in the nearest energy minimum, in the precessional strategy, the field is swept very rapidly and magnetization is never in an energy local minimum after t:=0.
In the geometry described in this paper, with H greater than the anisotropy field HA, there exists only one equilibrium magnetization orientation, along It. As a result, the magnetization trajectory is almost symmetric around H (in the case a<<l), and the applied field pulse length must be fitted to odd multiples of the switching time to achieve reversal [7, 16] . Ballistic, nonringing trajectories require to stop the applied field exactly when M,(t)=O [7, 9, 17] .
The situation is more complex when H is smaller than the anisotropy field HA., because there exists two degenerate stable magnetization orientations. The final state will thus depends on the history and can not be derived from sole energy considerations. Field pulse rise time and length must be precisely controlled, and switching can be obtained at fields lower than StonerWohlfarth switching fields [12, 16] . For instance, G. Albuquerque et al. [17] have extended this analysis and shown that, in the limit of vanishing a and infinitely small rise-time, a transverse field of H=HA/2, i.e. half of the Stoner-Wohlfarth switching field, is enough to trigger magnetization switching. The work of H.W. Schumacher et al. ( [7, 9] ) is to our knowledge the first experimental demonstration of such precessional, sub Stoner-Wohlfarth switching.
One important criterium must finally be discussed. Achieving the excitation of a precession mode requires the excitation field time dependence to comprise Fourtier components of frequencies above the precession characteristic frequency. Success of the precessional strategy thus requires:
In the experiments described in § L.B (Figure 2 ), precession effects strongly dominate since I/H (dH/dt) 20 GHz and-y 0 H-.M, 3 GHz.
IL PRECESSIONAL REVERSAL IN HIGH ANISOTROPY SYSTEMS
Two terms have been ignored so far in the Landau-Lifshitz equation: the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and exchange fields. In this section, hard material nanostructures are considered, and H1 = Hz is assumed to be higher than Ms. The effective perpendicular anisotropy HK-Ms is typically 0.1 to I T. Hl., will be introduced in §1l.C.
ll.A. Adapting Rrecessional strategy to high anisotropv systems
The uniform FMR mode of a soft platelet around the stable equilibrium position in zero applied field is given by w,, = y 0 MHH [14] , where HA is small. The UP trajectory is very elliptical : the in-plane aperture angle is much greater than the out-of-plane angle. This provides a path for reversing the magnetization through a quasi easy-plane trajectory (section I).
The situation is very different for a hard platelet with high perpendicular anisotropy. The UP frequency in zero applied field is o,•, = yo(H, -Ms ), such that the intrinsic dynamics of the system is already faster than for a soft platelet (by a factor of about 2 with the parameters of this paper). But, as (HK-Ms) is much greater than any in plane anisotropies, the UP trajectory is nearly circular around the anisotropy axis, which does not provide an easy path for reversal. Considerably much higher transverse fields are required to pump these modes compared to a soft material. Following the arguments of § I.C.2, and considering that hard materials usually experience high damping, reversing the magnetization requires fields of the order of(HK-Ms).
Circumventing this difficulty requires to favor the pumping of only one transverse magnetization component to make the UP much more elliptical. This may be done by adding an additional term in the effective field, with a different symmetry from that of the anisotropy field. In the next subsection, we consider such an extra Hx field in the (x) direction, with typical strength p4(HK-Ms)/2. In section ll.C we will propose to use an exchange field H•,, for this purpose. More general considerations on speed and energy cost will be given in section II.D.
II.B. Precessional reversal strategy in hard systems
Let us consider the state defined in step I of fig.3 . The magnetization at rest (black arrow in Fig.3 ) is parallel to the effective field, i.e. the vector sum of an extra field Hx along (x), an anisotropy field along (z) and a demagnetizing field along (-z).
To induce magnetization reversal, the external field H (gray arrow in fig.3 ) is applied along the (x) direction. The Zeemann torque extracts M from the (xz) plane at a rate yo Ms.H.sino (step 2). Precession is initiated and M is sent towards the (xy) plane. The effective anisotropy field (Hx-Mz) decreases as M, as M approaches the film plane. At step 3, magnetization is in the (xy) plane: (HK-MJ) vanishes and the precession proceeds around (Hx+H). However, the movement of M slows down. The applied field can be possibly stopped at step 3: the sole extra field can finish the job until step 4, when M, is strongly negative, and the anisotropy field has reset and stabilizes M to a "reversed" position. However the movement is faster if the field H is not switched off at step 3.
iI.C. Micromaggetic illustration of the concept
One way to reach high enough values for this extra in-plane field Hx is to use exchange energy. This can be done for example by depositing a high perpendicular anisotropy alloy onto an antiferromagnetic buffer creating an in-plane exchange bias:. In that case, the exchange field can reach typically 250 mT [18], which would be sufficient for our goal. Such a high exchange field can also be found in a strong magnetization gradient. This occurs for instance in a Bloch domain wall, where the local exchange torque is of the order of the effective anisotropy torque. In the following, we will address this configuration.
Let us give an example of how a precessional strategy could be implemented on a nanostructure of perpendicular anisotropy, with non-uniform magnetization at equilibrium. In the Fig. 4 and 5, we report the calculated time evolution of<M> in a system comprising a high anisotropy central nanostructure surrounded by a peripheral zone (the "matrix") of weaker anisotropy. The fabrication of such a device will be discussed in §I1.E.
The central 128x64 nm 2 area possesses a high perpendicular anisotropy (K=I.45x0 6 Jim 3 , I4H(-l-Ms)= 250 mT) while the complement of the 256x128 nm 2 rectangle (the matrix) has a smaller anisotropy (K=7.25x10 5 J/m 3 , (p4o(HK-MS)= -770 mT). Magnetization is everywhere jAoMs=l .79 T. The easy axis is thus perpendicular to the film plane in the center of the cell, whereas shape anisotropy dominates in the surrounding matrix. The rectangular shape creates a S-like state [11] with an in-plane remaanence mainly along the easy axis ( Figure 5A) . A domain wall separates the central part and the matrix. Because the matrix and the central part are "exchange coupled through this wall, the central part feels an in-plane exchange field, which slightly tilts its magnetization away from the magneto-crystalline anisotropy axis (z). With the parameters above the tilt angle is only 1 ideg. in the center.
We assume a film thickness of 14A, a damping constant ct=0.2 [19] , and an exchange stiffness of 3x101 J/m. Such parameters are compatible with those of Pt/Co/Pt sandwiches. At t = 0*, a 150 mT field step is applied along the long axis (x) of the platelet. This field is parallel to the magnetization of the matrix, such that M will not evolve much in the matrix.
On the contrary, the precession induced by the Zeeman torque inside the central zone extracts its magnetization out of the (xz) plane. 
M. grows first (
Figure 5B) at the expense of M,, and then the precession sends M towards the platelet plane. At t=72 ps, the mean magnetization lies in the platelet plane ( Figure 4 ): M has undergone a r,/2 precession around the (x) axis. The precession is quicker in the domain wall, where the exchange torque is maximum, such that the z-component reverses first near the initial domain wall position ( Figure 5C ). This is further favored at the left and right domain walls surrounding the central part because there, an extra in-plane dipolar field along (x) is (constantly) generated by the matrix.
At t=72 ps, the anisotropy field is zero, such that the precession speed comes solely from the weak external field and the exchange field. Note that this exchange field comes only from the y-component of M and so is weaker than initially. This slows down the magnetization evolution, which corresponds to the inflexion point at <M 2 (t)>=0 ( Figure 4B , t = 72 ps, full line curve).
Three scenarii can then be chosen: (i) If the external field is maintained, the magnetization in the central part has fully switched after 131 ps ( Figure 5D ). A small ringing persists for some 100 ps longer (Figure 4) , and the final state in constant applied field has negative M, component, but My is zero ( Figure  5E ). If the field is removed at t >> I ns (not shown), the system may evolve to any of the two Sstates (My positive of negative) that are degenerate in energy. A crucial point is that the applied field is not strong enough to force the magnetization of the central part of the structure to be in the plane. This means that, as for the soft elements, switching can be obtained with fields smaller than the one obtained for a Stoner-Wohlfurth switching mechanism, at least within our scheme.
(ii) The post-reversal ringing can be avoided if the field is switched off at t = 131 ps, i.e. after a n precession about the (x) axis. In that case, the pulse duration is matched to the first harmonic of the switching characteristic frequency, and ballistic switching is achieved. The final S-state of the matrix has the same chirality as the initial S-state, so the reversal is reversible.
(iii) In fact, the applied field can be already switched off at <M(t)>=-, i.e. at t = 72 ps. The precession about the (x)-axis continues, but the torque is solely due to the exchange field, which is reduced compared to its initial value. The long-term (t k 500 ps) equilibrium state is the reversed magnetization state in the central high anisotropy area, and the initial S-state in the matrix. Meanwhile, a significant ringing of M, and M, is present (Figure 5F ) during the slow, more regular evolution of M, towards the reversed equilibrium state (M 2 <0).
IL.D. Discussion
As formerly done for the soft elements, basic analytical considerations can give some useful insight into the critical parameters.
I. exchanefield
Let's first discuss the configuration of Fig.3 . The field pushes initially (as t << l/yoH) the magnetization out of the film plane at a rate My(t) = y Ms.H.sin4 t (step 2 of Fig.3) . Then, the effective field bents this movement. The projections of Eq.1 on the (x) and (z) axes give: In the geometry of figure 3 , the best compromise between large M, signal (e.g. for a recording application), and cost in applied field H, is thus near Hx M (HK -Ms)/2, which gives a tilt angle 0' at rest around 45 degrees. This is exactly the order of magnitude of Hx that we had proposed without justification in §II-A and §II-B.
For the configuration of figure 5 and §11-C, the condition equivalent to H+Hx > (HK-Ms) at moderate fields H is that the central area should not be much greater than the Bloch domain wall width, where exchange energy is stored. This is the case with our parameters, and one advantage of this geometry compared to that of figure 3 is that the central part can still remain nearly perpendicularly magnetized at rest. However, the reversal will be initially more efficient inside the domain wall (see Figure 5C ), where the exchange field is maximal. In contrast to soft systems (I.C.1), an analytical estimate of switching time for high anisotropy systems may not be derived from simple energy considerations. The energy loss rate is too high in hard materials for energy conservation considerations to reasonably apply.
In addition, the remaining part of the initial Zeemann energy does not flow solely in the exchange energy but rather shares itself towards exchange and anisotropy energies, such that the exchange torque when M 2 (t)=0 may only be calculated through full micromagnetic simulations.
As done in §I.C.1, it is worth studying magnetization fluctuations around the micromagnetic state of Figure 5E , i.e. long after the onset of a Heavyside step external field satisfying H+Hx > HK-Ms and thus aligning the magnetization in the (x) direction.
Again, the long term UP mode has a frequency which scales roughly with the optimal "signal to speed" compromise. We anticipate that the characteristic reversal time is related to the latter frequency. Further calculations are in progress to confirm this point.
N-------------t4~
~t444+++ý+ ll.E. Possible fabrication routes One way to fabricate the nanostructure of Figure 5A is to use light ion irradiation patterning [10] on a system with initial perpendicular anisotropy. For instance, 30 keV HeW ion irradiation of Co-Pt multilayers with perpendicular magnetization easy axis was shown to be a powerful tool to tune their magnetic anisotropy. In these materials, ion-mixing at the Co/Pt interfaces gradually reduces the magnetic anisotropy energy in a controlled way, which first lowers the coercive force, then triggers an in-plane reorientation of the magnetization easy axis. Embedded hard magnetic nanostiuctures as small as 30 nm were demonstrated when the irradiation is performed through a mask directly patterned on the sample surface [201. 2 square is a silica layer isolating the Hall cross from the pulse line.
One weakness of this approach is the intrinsically non-abrupt character of the transition between in plane and perpendicular magnetized areas. The transition width is comparable to a domain wall width, which will reduce the amount of exchange energy stored. Potentially more abrupt anisotropy transitions may be obtained following the technique developed in ref. [21] . The technology to fabricate the device studied in §ll.C is thus certainly available.
Prototype devices are shown in Figure 6 . The nanostructure will be irradiation-fabricated at the center of a Hall cross structure ( Figure 6B ), contacted to 4 coplanar stripes designed for Extraordinary Hall Effect measurement. The Hall cross is a Co/Pt multilayer with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. The diagonal arms serve as DC current injection arms while the 50 pm wide vertical arms are 50 £ coplanar waveguides that serve for the high frequency Hall voltage measurement. This cross is located above another 4pm wide coplanar wavegnide that generates the fast rising in-plane magnetic field pulse. This pulse line is electrically isolated from the magnetic Hall cross by a silica layer ( Figure 6B ). First electrical characterizations indicate sufficient signallnoise ratio for high frequency magnetization dynamics measurement.
CONCLUSION
Through the derivation of approximate analytical expressions we have discussed the precessional switching of magnetization in soft and hard (perpendicularly magnetized) nanoplatelets. Fast, energy cost-efficient precessional switching was recently demonstrated in soft platelets [9, 11] , and a similar result for hard platelets would be of high interest for application to for instance perpendicular hard disk recording. It may also become a crucial issue for the future of M-RAM technology, when largely sub-100 mu sizes will require high magnetic anisotropy to ensure thermal stability.
The main differences between soft and hard platelets lies in their damping coefficient a, and their effective field H*,ff near the stable equilibrium position. In soft platelets, a and H',ff are weak, and H',ff furthermore shows a strong easy plane symmetry. This enables fast (-150 ps) precessional reversal in moderate in-plane transverse applied fields.
On the contrary, hard platelets exhibit strong H&•f, with nearly cylindrical symmetry around the perpendicular axis, together with a strong damping. So pumping of precessional modes will require high in-plane fields. We have shown that it is possible to bend this issue by adding and extra in-plane field Hx that breaks the cylindrical symmetry of H°fr. We have further shown that Hx can be of exchange origin, and proposed a numerical example of realization, that could be experimentally implemented. High reversal speeds can be expected, at fields as low as half of the perpendicular anisotropy field.
However, although in this paper we have restricted our discussion to exchange fields, we want to stress that the main concept of breaking the circular symmetry of a strong perpendicular anisotropy, in order to enable precessional switching in moderate in plane fields, holds a much more general validity. A similar effect could be obtained for instance with a tilted anisotropy axis, although analytical expressions would be slightly different because of the different dependences in M orientation for Zeeman and anisotropy energies. A more elaborate treatment of these effects will be published in a forthcoming paper.
